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  Abstract - Integrating intermittent sources of power such as solar and wind with energy storage has several advantages for 

electricity grid. The first advantage is that battery storage can help the smart grid during the periods that grid is facing high peak 

demand. The second advantage is that utilizing vitality energy storage would help shifting the grid load from peak and busy time to 

a less busy time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
  Conventional power generation systems use fossil fuels as a primary source of electricity, yet these natural resources are 

known to be the dominant producer’s greenhouse gases. In order to reduce harmful emissions and meet the increased global 

electricity demand, renewable energy sources (RESs) are introduced as future replacements. The intensive research and 

development in this field has led to a huge growth in RES installations that are driven by cost decreases [1], [2]. However, the 

irregularity of RESs, and the limitations of available battery energy storage system (BESS) technologies prevent a high level 

of RES integration. 

  Hybrid renewable energy systems (HRESs), comprising different renewable energy technologies in one design, are helpful 

since they provide a higher balance in energy supply as compared to a single-source system. Smart grids (SGs), which are 

perceived as next generation power systems, provide two-way communication channels between energy generation sources 

and end users [3], and allow the shift of demand to o_-peaks or to renewable generation periods. 

This offers reduced operations and management costs for utilities, lower power costs for consumers, and ultimately, reduced 

emissions [4]. Furthermore, the recent increase in the use of electric vehicles (EVs) will increase electricity demands, but at 

the same time will increase energy demand exibility by the control of EVs charge periods and other vehicle-to-grid 

applications. 

 

A. Smart Grid System 

 

 
Fig.1 An overview of Smart Grid System [1] 

 

  The arrangement of wind and solar has the benefit that the two sources are supplement each other because the working 

circumstances for each system occur at different times of the day and year. The power generation of such a hybrid system is 
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steadier and actuates less than each of the two component subsystems. The rotating/non-deliver capable sunlight based PV at 

the across the board low taxes clubbed with Pumped-warm power stockpiling can offer least expensive dispatch capable 

power round the clock on request. Though Solar PV generates cheaper intermittent power during the day light time, it needs 

the support of sustainable power generation sources to provide round the clock power. 

  Solar plants with thermal energy storage are clean sustainable power generation to supply electricity about the clock. They 

can provide the load demand perfectly and work as base load power plants when the extracted solar energy is found excess 

within a day. Proper mix of solar energy (thermal storage type) and solar PV can completely match the load fluctuations 

without the need of costly battery storage. During the day time, the additional supplementary power consumption of a solar 

energy storage power plant is nearly 10 percent of its rated capacity for the process of extracting solar energy in the form of 

thermal energy. This supplementary power requirement can be made available from cheaper solar PV plant by envisaging 

hybrid solar plant with a mix of solar thermal and solar PV plants at a site. Also to reduce the cost of power, generation can 

be from the cheaper solar PV plant (33 percent generation) during the day light whereas the rest of the time in a day is from 

the solar thermal storage plant (67percent generation from Solar power tower and parabolic trough types) for meeting 24 

hours base load operation. 
 

II. SURVEY OF WORKDONE 

 

A. Solar based energy generation 

 

 
 

Fig2.Solar Based Generation 

 

  The fundamental sorts’ home solar photovoltaic (PV) systems are stand-alone, also known as grid-tied. Off-grid or stand-

alone systems are not connected to a utility power grid. They include a large battery bank to power the home at night and 

during periods when the panels don’t receive sunlight. This adds considerable cost and maintenance necessities to a PV 

system but can be a more cost-effective alternative to having new utility lines extended to remote locations. Off-grid systems 

also can be designed to provide as a backup power system instead of fuel burning generators. 

Grid-tied systems are attached to the electric utility lines and are the most common and practical systems for most homes at 

this time. The solar electricity created is supplied to the main electrical system of house, offsetting the purchase of power 

from the utility company. Since the home is still in receipt of some power and continuous power-support services from the 

utility, there will at present be a month to month power charge (yet not exactly previously). The original electric meter 

replaced with a “smart” digital meter, to separately measure power from the solar panels and electricity from the utility 

company. Some meters also can measure time of use for changeable rate structures. There are several important benefits to 

grid-tied systems versus off-grid systems: 

• They are significantly less expensive, safer and require less maintenance. There is no need for a appropriate safe storage          

space large enough for the battery bank. 

• They combine solar power with the reliability of utility generated electricity to produce enough power to meet all needs, 

even when the solar system is not generating power. 

• In most areas, surplus energy produced in a day time (in excess of your home’s use at the time) can create a credit on your  

utility bill. 

 

B. Wind based electricity generation 
 

  Small wind turbines are electric generators that use the energy of the wind to deliver clean, discharges free power for 

singular homes, homesteads, and private ventures. With this straightforward and progressively famous innovation, people can 

create their own particular power and cut their vitality bills while securing the earth. The power P accessible in the wind 

impinging on a wind driven generator is given by: 

 

                                P = ½CAρv3 

 

  Where C is an efficiency factor known as the Power Coefficient which depends on the machine design, A is the area of the 

wind front intercepted by the rotor blades (the swept area), ρ is the density of the air (averaging 1.225 Kg/m3 at sea level)  and 

v is the wind velocity [4]. 
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Fig2.Wind Based Generation                
 

  The power is corresponding to area swept by the blades, the density of the air and to the cube of the wind speed. In this 

manner multiplying the cutting edge length will create four times the power and multiplying the wind speed will deliver eight 

times the power. 

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

Installed capacity of power generation through non conventional energy in India 

TABLE 1 

RENEWAABLE ENERGY GENRATION: 

Sr. 

No 

Source of Energy Capacity 

1 Wind Energy 1820.40MW 

2 Solar 1176.25MW 

3 Municipal Solid Waste 113.60MW 

4 Biomass Power 3488.33MW 

5 Small Hydro 3496.14MW 

 Total 26697.62MW 

 

  The smart grid provides two way flows by which electricity and information can be exchanged between a value and its 

customers. It is new network for communications, its control, computers, automation and introduction of new technologies 

and tools to work cordially, thus making the grid more efficient, more reliable, more secure. The smart grid enables newer 

generation technologies to be incorporated such as wind and solar energy production. It will soon upgrade and replace the old 

electrical infrastructure and ensure optimized and green electricity production. 

India’s power system needs are not inevitably the same as those in the advanced and industrialized countries. The same also 

goes for the most important power system constraints. For the most part, not all smart grid technologies are similarly 

important around the world.In India, the most useful technologies would be those that help limit peak demand and peak load 

growth at practical cost while cutting losses. As yet there is not any internationally united definition of a smart grid 

 

A. Smart Grid model 
 

  Smart grid using solar and wind power are becoming popular as separate power systems for providing electricity in  the 

sticks areas due to advances in renewable energy technologies and following rise in prices of petroleum products. Smart grid 

using solar and wind power system usually consists of two or more renewable energy sources used together to provide 

increased system effectiveness as well as greater balance in energy supply. Wind hybrid power systems combines wind 

turbines with other storage and generation sources. One of the key issues with wind energy is its intermittent nature. This has 

led to numerous methods of storing energy. 

 

B. Wind and Solar Based Energy Generation: 

 

  On the customer side, the reconciliation of capacity, appropriated age, and module (potentially crossover) electric vehicles 

all present the two openings and difficulties. Plug-in vehicles, when broadly deployed, are particularly distinguished in that 

they represent a large load (charging rates for individual vehicles may be higher than characteristic peak load in a home), and 

consumers will expect full (or at least commute-sufficient) state of charge by morning. Some neighborhood or higher level 
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control will be necessary to regulate the overnight load. Given that wind generation is normally at maximum overnight, such 

controls will play a very important role in achieving optimal use of wind resources. Here, too, control applicable issues arise, 

and on both the supply and demand sides. 

 

 

Fig.2 Block diagram of Smart Grid model 

 

  Thus, a needs to produce control that, based on models of expected consumer use, will maximize the utility’s objective 

incorporating cost, renewable energy use, stability/load ability requirements, and other criteria. On the other hand, consumers 

must decide how to schedule their load and, where available, how and when to operate distributed generation and storage 

resources to best use of energy. 

 

 
 

Fig.3 Block diagram of the system. [2] 

 

  Another capable focus for the controls community related to the smart grid is power system, which have important role 

in grid connection of loads and generation. Devices that use power electronics for smart grid connection include electric 

appliances, and many of the newer forms of renewable generation. Power electronic interface have a tendency to 

disconnect device behavior from grid disturbances. This disconnecting can have a harmful effect on the response of the 

grid frequency and can accentuate voltage collapse. Power electronic interfaces can be controlled in ways that enhance 

these adverse impacts, inside the cutoff points of physical abilities. The required controls are area based and furthermore 

change with framework conditions. Complexities bounded across the transmission and distribution infrastructure, with 
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intrinsic interactions between consistent flow and discrete events. Power systems therefore are modeled as dynamical 

frameworks, where the continuous dynamics are best represented by differential-logarithmic models. Finally, on the 

architectural front, smart grids require new control structures to completely build up the new and generally appropriated 

sensors and actuators. It is impossible for a brought together controller to address each controllable load[4]. It is 

impossible for a centralized controller to address every controllable load, yet actions taken by local controllers must be 

consistent with global performance objectives. 
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